
Expanding the Addressable Market  
of a Robo Advisor Pioneer

A technology product roadmap to enhance appeal of the platform  
and identify new marketplace segments.

The Client
An early pioneer in the robo advisor marketplace, the company recognized 
several of its once leading competitive advantages either had been whittled 
away or were under threat from competition. Additionally, the industry’s view 
of robo advisors has evolved from the original premise of being a solution 
aimed at younger, tech-savvy clients with smaller accounts. Robo advisor 
platforms are now being viewed as an integral component of a hybrid digital 
advisor-assisted solution, as well as a driver of broker dealer middle- and 
back-office efficiency sources. These and other factors, including a desired 
focus to identify “Blue Ocean” opportunities and growth in adjacent markets, 
led the company to rethink its product roadmap.

The Challenge
As an industry, robo advisors face increasing competition from Turnkey 
Asset Management Platforms (TAMPs). Whereas TAMPs were at first slow 
to adopt to new digital technologies, recent strides have greatly improved 
these platforms’ capabilities. As the marketplace continues to evolve 
exponentially, the company sought insight into the marketplace’s growth 
trajectory so it could design its next generation platform according to 
“where the puck was heading.” Further, digital solutions are increasingly 
being eyed by the bank/broker dealer channel, where a single,  
comprehensive wealth management platform carries a higher value. 
Cognizant of these industry trends, the company needed to add more 
TAMP-like offerings to its platform and, at the same time, increase  
functionality. Additional features, such as advance rebalancing capabilities 
and Rep as PM tools, had to be considered so the platform could serve  
as a stand-alone offering.

Executive Summary  
A pioneer in the robo advisor 
marketplace recognized that 
attracting a broader client segment 
required reprioritizing the product 
roadmap to be consistent with 
the evolving role of digital advisory 
platforms across the broader wealth 
management industry.

Challenge  
The company sought Mink Hollow 
Advisor’s strategic insight into the 
marketplace, identifying new  
sustainable competitive advantages, 
and deploying scarce resources to 
better serve existing business and 
garner new clients. 

 Solution 
Mink Hollow conducted a deep dive 
of the company’s existing offering 
in comparison to its competitors, 
providing a series of analytical  
frameworks to explain its marketplace 
position. Based on this analysis,  
Mink Hollow made high-level  
recommendations for improving 
the company’s product offering and 
capturing lucrative new markets.
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The Solution
Mink Hollow leveraged its deep knowledge of TAMPs and competing digital platforms to deliver a detailed deep dive and SWOT analysis of 
the company and its platform capabilities. Shedding light into the recesses of the platform’s functionality and competitive positioning, this 
fundamental analysis uncovered misconceptions regarding differentiators and future differentiation opportunities. It also served the project 
team throughout the engagement and became the foundation for subsequent analysis. 

Mink Hollow then delivered a heat map of platform gaps vis à vis broker dealer segments, as each segment of the marketplace values the 
components of a digital platform differently. Identifying the gaps at a granular segment level nurtured a discussion of what was required 
to market effectively to specific clients. To further improve the company’s ‘right to win’ in these segments, Mink Hollow fostered insight into 
these enterprises goals, needs, and existing offerings. Additionally, a market-sizing exercise helped the company understand which market 
segments were most lucrative, complete with market-entry strategies. This resulted in a slate of the most rewarding industry subsectors for 
the company to pursue. 

This knowledge equipped the company to set its sights on deploying scarce resources to address these functionality gaps and pursue new 
market opportunities. Mink Hollow assisted by constructing financial models to determine project returns and conducting build/buy/partner 
analyses. To facilitate vendor selection discussions, Mink Hollow also created comprehensive scorecards, based on vector analysis that 
ranked vendors on several factors. After prioritizing initiatives, Mink Hollow assisted the company in developing a strategic plan that met 
internal budgets, capabilities, and time constraints.

Project Deliverables Included
   Strategic Focus on New Market Opportunities –  
Sharpened the company’s focus on which marketplace segments 
to emphasize by thoroughly analyzing all market segments and 
their relative attractiveness 

   Wealth Management Platform Mapping – Presented a chart 
illustrating the functionalities required to offer a completely 
centralized wealth management platform

   Wealth Management Feature Glossary – Produced  
a comprehensive glossary of the Platform’s features 

   Partner Analysis – Performed an in-depth analysis of  
industry partners who could fill gaps in the company’s existing 
product offering 

   Competitive Intelligence – Examined competitor platforms, 
which included market share, product strengths, and 
integration abilities

   TAMP Market Overview – Evaluated the growth of TAMPs, 
managed accounts, and the industry’s top players, including the 
value proposition of technology- and product-based TAMPs

   Model Marketplace Overview – Analyzed the fast-growing 
model marketplace segment and identified areas in which digital 
providers can compete

The Future
These integrated efforts armed the company with the  
information needed to execute its growth initiatives. Supplied  
with Mink Hollow’s analyses, the company now has a greater level 
of confidence in its product and marketing roadmap. The company 
is in partnership discussions with companies whose product and 
service offerings are complementary, and Mink Hollow continues 
to provide advisory services and acts as a sounding board as the 
company moves forward with these strategic initiatives.
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ABout us 
Mink Hollow Advisors is a strategy consulting firm that serves 
wealth management enterprises who have ambitious growth 
and transformation agendas. Clients engage Mink Hollow 
Advisors for external perspectives on strategy design and 
driving success on key initiatives. For more information on 
how we can help your company enjoy similar benefits of  
revenue growth and cost savings, please contact us at:  
info@minkhollowadvisors.com
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